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Mohandas K. Gandhi, called Mahatma (â€œgreat soulâ€•), was the father of modern India, but his

influence has spread well beyond the subcontinent and is as important today as it was in the first

part of the twentieth century and during this nationâ€™s own civil rights movement. Taken from

Gandhiâ€™s writings throughout his life, The Essential Gandhi introduces us to his thoughts on

politics, spirituality, poverty, suffering, love, non-violence, civil disobedience, and his own life. The

pieces collected here, with explanatory head notes by Gandhi biographer Louis Fischer, offer the

clearest, most thorough portrait of one of the greatest spiritual leaders the world has

known.â€œGandhi was inevitable. If humanity is to progress, Gandhi is inescapable. . . . We may

ignore him at our own risk.â€• â€“Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.With a new Preface drawn from the

writings of Eknath EaswaranIn the annals of spirituality certain books stand out both for their

historical importance and for their continued relevance. The Vintage Spiritual Classics series offers

the greatest of these works in authoritative new editions, with specially commissioned essays by

noted contemporary commentators. Filled with eloquence and fresh insight, encouragement and

solace, Vintage Spiritual Classics are incomparable resources for all readers who seek a more

substantive understanding of mankind's relation to the divine.
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This book is a collection of Gandhi's writings linked together by a biographer. The writings are taken

from many different sources (including his autobiography) which I found produced a slightly

disjointed reading experience.I found his autobiography (called The Story of My Experiments with



Truth) worked much better for me. In this book, which is written entirely in his own words, we join

Gandhi on a journey of self-discovery as he relates experiences and learning lessons which were

important during his life. His mission was to seek truth, which he achieved through conducting

experiments on himself and then appraising the results.Gandhi was one who never followed the

crowd. He felt they didn't know where they were going. He preferred to trust his own judgement and

soul, rather than blindly following other people or their beliefs. This did not mean he rejected all

commonly held beliefs but he always cross-examined them fully before finally accepting them. He

urges us not to follow him, rather to seek the truth for ourselves through our own experimentations.

After all seeing is believing.He found that uncovering the truth was not always popular as many

people are resistant to change, preferring instead to maintain the existing status quo either because

of inertia, self-interest or misguided beliefs. However once the truth is on the march nothing can

stop it. All it takes is time to achieve traction and gain momentum. As Gandhi says "The truth is far

more powerful than any weapon of mass destruction".His autobiography confirms to us that the

most important battle to fight is in overcoming one's own demons, fears and insecurities. It is all too

easy to blame people, governing powers or enemies for our actions and wellbeing.
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